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The use of clarifying questions (CQs) is a fairly new and useful technique to aid systems in recognizing the

intent, context, and preferences behind user queries. Yet, understanding the extent of the effect of CQs on

user behavior and the ability to identify relevant information remains relatively unexplored. In this work, we

conduct a large user study to understand the interaction of users with CQs in various quality categories, and

the effect of CQ quality on user search performance in terms of finding relevant information, search behavior,

and user satisfaction. Analysis of implicit interaction data and explicit user feedback demonstrates that high-

quality CQs improve user performance and satisfaction. By contrast, low- and mid-quality CQs are harmful,

and thus allowing the users to complete their tasks without CQ support may be preferred in this case. We also

observe that user engagement, and therefore the need for CQ support, is affected by several factors, such as

search result quality or perceived task difficulty. The findings of this study can help researchers and system

designers realize why, when, and how users interact with CQs, leading to a better understanding and design

of search clarification systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In a typical search scenario, users formulate queries that describe their information needs and
pose them to a search engine [6]. However, search queries are occasionally short, ambiguous, or
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incomplete, and thus they may be misinterpreted by search systems [6, 73]. Therefore, researchers
have augmented search functionality by allowing search engines to ask clarifying questions

(CQs), as a step toward a better understanding of users’ information needs [6, 73], context, and
preferences [50].
Asking CQs has attracted considerable attention within the information retrieval community

because of the popularity of conversational information-seeking systems. Even though design-
ing systems capable of having mixed-initiative interactions with users has been a long-standing
goal [12, 24, 51], only recently have notable developments and achievements been observed in this
area [4–6, 31, 66, 73, 79–81, 83]. Recent studies have demonstrated the significance and applicability
of CQs for broad use cases, such as product search [76, 80], preference elicitation for recommenda-
tion [57, 79], and information-seeking conversations [6, 31, 44], and web search [74]. These studies
highlight the effectiveness of CQs for system performance; however, the impact of asking CQs on
users is to a big extent unknown. The findings of previous studies indicate that users enjoy voice
query clarification even though it delays system responses [39]. Furthermore, CQ templates, can-
didate answer attributes, and query properties affect the user engagement rate [75]. However, the
effect of CQ quality on user search performance, and the effect of user perception on search clar-
ification remain unstudied. For example, displaying a clarification pane at the top of the search
engine results pages (SERPs) or interrupting users in a conversation bears an unknown effect
of cost and benefit on users. It can be beneficial to guide users through their search by asking one
or multiple CQs, but low-quality CQs may come with a high risk of frustrating users.
Here, we investigate (a) the effect of asking different-quality CQs on user search behavior, user

ability to find relevant information, and user satisfaction, (b) the factors, pertaining to user back-
ground and perception intrinsic to the web search tasks, that prompt users to engage with CQs,
and (c) the circumstances that lead to a high engagement level with CQs. To this end, we con-
ducted a user study involving 106 participants who were asked to complete a set of web search
tasks, following an existing laboratory user study setup [23, 30]. In particular, we simulated var-
ious conditions that a user and a system would encounter, and we studied the effect of system
decisions on user behavior, as well as the effect of user decisions on system effectiveness. By de-
sign, the tasks spanned various topics, levels of difficulty, and CQ quality categories. We separated
the participants into two groups: one group completed tasks using a plain search interface, and
the other group using a search clarification interface designed to resemble Bing’s1 clarification
pane [73]. As shown in the sample search interface in Figure 1, the clarification pane consists of
a CQ in addition to the corresponding suggested answers that are displayed below the query in-
put. Analysis of collected implicit and explicit user data allows us to examine user behavior and
satisfaction within and across the two groups.
In this study, we answer three research questions:

RQ1:Towhat extent does asking CQs affect user search behavior and satisfaction? Are
users affected by being asked high-quality vs. low-quality CQs in a search session?

To address RQ1, we present users with CQs in different quality categories and compare behav-
ioral measures capturing interaction and performance, such as querying, mouse movement, and
bookmarking. We also investigate how much engaging with different quality categories of CQs af-
fects user satisfaction. Moreover, we hypothesize that the effect of CQs on user performance spans
the next SERP and roots in the entire search session. Accordingly, we analyze the effect on users
not only immediately after the interaction with CQs (query-level) but also in the entire session

1http://www.bing.com.
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Fig. 1. Search engine UI of our user study system.

as they strive to complete a web search task (session-level). To deepen our understanding of the
interaction with CQs, we also seek to answer:

RQ2: How much do user background and task perception affect the interactions with
CQs?

To address RQ2, we analyze responses to pre/post-task questionnaires and user demographic in-
formation. With RQ1, we examine how user behavior is affected after engaging with the CQs;
here, we investigate the extent to which user task perception, such as expected difficulty and prior
knowledge, affects the willingness of users to interact with CQs. Finally, we consider the user
engagement with CQs under different circumstances:

RQ3: How do users interact with CQs under various circumstances?

To address RQ3, we calculate user engagement metrics regarding the CQ pane (e.g., click-through
rate and cursor hovering) and study the effect of factors such as CQ quality categories, task types,
and SERP quality on the user engagement with CQs. As generally, users answer CQs (in the form
of clicking on an answer) [74, 82], it is also critical to study how other engagement metrics, such
as mouse movement, differ among CQs of different quality and types.
The results lead to the following conclusions: (a) when users engagewith high-quality CQ panes,

the interaction, performance, and satisfaction improve, compared with those on search engines
that do not offer such an option. However, when the CQs are of low- or mid-quality, they actu-
ally negatively affect all measures, even if they are presented to the user, and the user does not
engage with them; (b) the user expected and perceived difficulty of a web search task influences
the degree of their engagement with CQs, while less experienced users incorrectly using the CQs
and clicking more on irrelevant answers; and (c) the degree and quality of user engagement with
CQ panes are affected by factors such as SERP quality, SERP diversity, and screen size, and they
reduce as a search session evolves. As asking CQs is a necessary step toward developing mixed-
initiative conversational search systems [51, 74], we believe that our findings can prove helpful in
this direction.

2 RELATEDWORK

Asking CQs has shown great potential in enhancing the functionality of several applications,
such as search [53, 76, 77, 80], recommender systems [57, 79], information-seeking conversa-
tions [6, 31, 45, 66, 73], and dialogue systems [22, 60, 72]. Four decades ago, Belkin et al. [13] ex-
plored earlymixed-initiative systems by offering users choices in a search session and discussed the
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significance of mixed-initiative systems. Recently, Zamani et al. [73] proposed a neural approach
for generating CQs. Hashemi et al. [31] used CQs to enrich representation learning in information-
seeking conversations. Sekulic et al. [54] modeled search clarification prediction as a user engage-
ment problem and proposed a transformer-based method to predict user engagement. Radlinski
and Craswell [51] highlighted the importance of CQs for conversational search and recommender
systems. Zhang et al. [76] presented a unified approach for conversational search and recommenda-
tion by asking questions over item “aspects” extracted from user reviews. Instead of item “aspects,”
Zou et al. [79, 80] constructed CQs based on extracted informative terms for recommendation and
product search, respectively. Asking CQs about different item attributes is also applied to improve
conversational recommender systems and dialog systems [4, 78]. Given that asking CQs is a promi-
nent area of study, we have recently seen an influx of datasets and challenges facilitating research
in this area. Notable examples include the Qulac dataset [6], the MIMICS dataset [74], and the Con-
versational AI challenge [4]. These datasets and challenges enable system training and evaluation
on CQ-related tasks [55]. Existing studies on CQs primarily focus on model and representation
learning as well as dataset construction. By contrast, we study the underlying mechanism of user
interactions with search systems using CQs, offering insights into the design of these models.
Research discussing empirical studies examining CQs is broad, from the use of CQs on com-

munity question answering sites such as Stack Exchange, where answerers ask CQs to askers
to better comprehend information requests [17], to the challenges of CQs for entity disambigua-
tion [19]. Vtyurina et al. [65] compared three different conversational search systems: humans,
assistants, and wizards; Kiesel et al. [39] studied the effect of query clarification over voice on user
satisfaction, and they demonstrated that language proficiency affects user satisfaction. Trippas
et al. [63] studied the effect of voice query clarification on user interaction, demonstrating that
user queries and the average time on task become longer as task complexity increases.
More recently, Krasakis et al. [44] analyzed the effect of CQs on document ranking. Zou et al. [82]

empirically quantified and validated user willingness and the extent of providing correct answers
to CQs in existing question-based systems. Unlike that study, which primarily validates certain as-
sumptions regarding existing CQ-based models, the present study is concerned with user behavior
and engagement with CQs in various quality categories for search clarification.

Zamani et al. [73] conducted a user study showing that asking CQs is, in principle, benefi-
cial. They constructed a taxonomy of clarifications for open-domain search queries to develop CQ
templates. More notably, Zamani et al. [73] articulated the differences between search clarifica-
tion and query reformulation, suggestion, or auto-completion. Although the candidate answers
for CQs are similar to query suggestions, they found that CQs are substantially beneficial for user
engagement in terms of the click-through rate (the reader is referred to Zamani et al. [73] for a
more detailed comparison between search clarification and query reformulation, suggestion, or
auto-completion). Based on their previous work, Zamani et al. [75] conducted a large-scale in-situ
study, analyzed clarification panes for millions of queries, and developed representation learn-
ing methods to re-rank clarification panes. In particular, they analyzed the click rate received on
CQ panes as a function of search query properties (e.g., query length), question template types
(based on their template taxonomy [73]), and answer attributes. In addition, they examined the ef-
fect of clarification on proxies of user dissatisfaction. Our work is complementary to the work by
Zamani et al. [75]. We conduct a smaller scale but controlled laboratory user study. This allows
us to control certain variables (e.g., the quality of the CQ panes or the relevance of the results),
collect explicit user information (e.g., via questionnaires), and user feedback (e.g., bookmarks).
Furthermore, we focus our analysis on user search performance, behavior, and satisfaction at the
query- and session-level, as well as the need for user engagement with CQs.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 41, No. 1, Article 16. Publication date: January 2023.
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Fig. 2. Study protocol.

3 METHOD

In this section, we present the study protocol, design, and participants.

3.1 Protocol

To answer the aforementioned research questions, we conducted a user study to capture implicit
user behavior and explicit user feedback under various conditions. Following the protocol shown
in Figure 2, we asked the study participants to perform the following:

(1) Complete a demographic survey.
(2) Select an experimental web search task from a list that was presented to them.
(3) Answer a pre-task questionnaire regarding their perception and opinions about the selected

experimental task.
(4) Submit a search query, find relevant information, and bookmark it. During their session,

they could choose to answer a CQ (if shown to them). However, it was not a requirement to
answer or engage with CQs.

(5) Click on the “Finish” button once they are confident that they have found relevant
information.

(6) Answer a post-task questionnaire regarding their perception and experience.
(7) Consider the selection of another task to complete. In this case, they return to step (2); oth-

erwise, they finish the study participation.

We offered the participants detailed instructions regarding the study and clarified its goal. We
demonstrated howour augmented search interfaceworks in a short video and stressed that CQs are
intended to support their experimental web search tasks but they are not always related and useful;
we urged the participants to proceed with the experimental web search tasks as they normally
would and take advantage of CQs only when deemed necessary.

We did not collect any data from the participants that can be used to breach their privacy. Fur-
thermore, our study was approved by the ethics committee of the institute, and we specified to the
participants that their data were securely encrypted and stored and that they could opt out at any
point in the study.

3.2 Study Design

Herein, we provide insights into the design decisions that constitute the cornerstone of our study.

3.2.1 Search Interface. Our search interface is designed to mimic the commercial search sys-
tem Bing [73], including the embedded CQs pane at the top of the search page—the search UI is
shown in Figure 1.2 In the text box on the search page, users enter a query related to the selected

2We allowed participants to report system interface issues; none was reported.
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Table 1. Experimental Task Description

Task ID Web Track ID Task Categories

T1 133 (1) fact-finding & faceted
T2 197 (1) fact-finding & faceted
T3 52 (6) information gathering & ambiguous
T4 60 (1) information gathering & ambiguous
T5 200 (3) information gathering & faceted

Web Track ID represents the original topic ID followed by the subtopic ID in

parenthesis in TREC Web Track. Each experimental task corresponds to a task topic.

experimental task and wait for the results together with CQs (if any) to be presented. Users can
(a) browse the results, (b) reformulate their query and repeat the search as many times as they
wish, (c) answer the CQs (if any), and (d) click on the results that they find interesting and would
like to knowmore about, and bookmark the ones they think are relevant for the experimental task.

3.2.2 Search Engine. The search engine used to produce SERPs is ChatNoir [15, 49], a web
search engine widely used in previous research efforts focused on studying searchers’ interactions
and use of search engines [26, 27, 48, 59, 64], indexing the entire ClueWeb09 corpus.3 ChatNoir
search engine is fast and has been proven to generate comparable results to other search engines
and BERT rankers [15, 18, 48]. It retrieves web pages from the ClueWeb09 Corpus by utilizing the
field-oriented retrieval model BM25F and incorporates PageRank and SpamRank scores.
Note that in producing SERPs We removed duplicate results retrieved as well as spam web

pages.4

3.2.3 Experimental Tasks. Different experimental web search tasks may influence information-
seeking behavior [68]. Hence, we designed five such tasks derived from the Text Retrieval

Conference (TREC) Web Track 2009–2012.5 To clarify the experimental task the participants
are expected to complete, we expanded the experimental task description using Simulated Work
Task Situations [16], which creates a task scenario that offers participants a search context and a
basis for relevance judgments. A sample task description is as follows:

We categorized each experimental task according to its type: fact-finding or information gath-
ering [25]. The former are simple tasks in which specific facts, files, or pieces of information are
sought; the latter involves collecting information often from various sources to make a decision,
write a report, or complete a project. The experimental tasks were also categorized based on the
types defined by TREC: faceted and ambiguous (see Table 1).
Before the experiment, all experimental tasks were pilot-tested until no issues were reported.

To motivate the search session,6 of the participants were guided to read through all the task

3https://www.chatnoir.eu.
4Spam filtering was performed by applying Waterloo Spam Ranking for the ClueWeb09 Dataset, which was typically ap-

plied for TREC Web Track 2009 submissions.
5https://trec.nist.gov/data/webmain.html.
6A search session is an entire session for a user completing an experimental task.
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Table 2. CQs Taxonomy and Examples

Taxonomy Description Examples of questions & answers

C1 Off-topic, unrelated CQs
Q: What do you want to know about the Idaho
state flag?
A: 1. Year adopted; 2. Pictures; 3. History; 4. De-
signer; 5. Colors.

C2 Related but not useful CQs
Q: What do you want to know about the Idaho
State flower?
A: 1. Growing seasons; 2. Growing conditions;
3. History; 4. Color; 5. Year adopted.

C3(i)
Related and useful CQs
for specific/faceted details

Q: What do you want to know about the Idaho
State flower?
A: 1. Growing seasons; 2. Growing conditions;
3. history; 4. Color; 5. Scientific name.

C3(ii)
Related and useful CQs
for disambiguation

Q: Which AVP are you interested in?
A: 1. AVP program; 2. AVP company; 3. AVP as-
sociation; 4. AVP airport; 5. AVP movie.

C1, C2, and C3(i) are from the experimental task “scientific name of Idaho State flower”; C3(ii) is from the

experimental task “movie named AVP.”

descriptions and select a task with which they felt most comfortable, thus avoiding any task assign-
ment biases [33]. We encouraged the participants to complete as many experimental tasks as they
could among the ones provided. After finishing a task, they could select another until they were
no longer interested. Post-hoc analysis of the distribution of selected experimental tasks during
the entire study indicates no obvious preference for any experimental task in either category,7 and
most participants (91.2%) stated that the experimental tasks were very clear.

3.2.4 CQs and Candidate Answers. To study search clarifications, we developed a pool of CQs
and candidate answers. We first constructed a CQ taxonomy capturing different quality categories
based on the relatedness and usefulness of the CQs in the search process. Subsequently, two expert
annotators generated and reviewed CQs as well as candidate answers for each experimental task
following the proposed taxonomy. In case of disagreement, they would discuss and agree on a bet-
ter formulation. Note that both expert annotators were trained so they could become familiar with
the system, the CQ taxonomy, and the CQ generation pipeline, thus ensuring they understood their
role. To inform the taxonomy design, we conducted a survey to ask users about factors that would
lead them to interact with CQs. Based on 200 collected responses, most users indicated “related
question asked” (33.5%) and “useful question asked” (21%); the latter aligns with the usefulness
metric assessing the follow-up question suggestion in web search by Rosset et al. [53]. To refine
the taxonomy, we also looked at existing literature on CQs [53, 73, 75] and public CQ datasets.
The question taxonomy comprises three main categories: (C1) off-topic, unrelated CQs, (C2) re-
lated but not useful CQs, e.g., a duplicate question with a user query or a related question without
useful answers, and (C3) related and useful CQs. To facilitate the development of CQs, we further
defined two subcategories of C3 according to two fundamental purposes: C3(i) related and useful
for specific/faceted details, for example, a question asking for a faceted attribute; C3(ii) related
and useful for disambiguation, for example, disambiguating the query “apple” by asking whether

7Task T1 was selected 74 times, task T2 was selected 57 times, task T3 was selected 62 times, task T4 was selected 64 times,

and task T5 was selected 73 times.
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it is about the fruit or the brand. In general, category C3 refers to high-quality CQs that are sub-
stantially beneficial to the user. For example, they could be a means of providing new information,
the next step to complete a task or exploratory options regarding a task.
The general principle in creating this taxonomy is to cover a variety of CQ quality categories

and investigate the potential mechanism of search clarification under these quality categories. For
example, CQs that are off-topic or useless may elicit user dissatisfaction and cause users to leave
the session [66], whereas related and useful CQs can aid users [82]. The taxonomy and sample
CQs are presented in Table 2.
In this study, for each experimental task, we generated three CQswith their respective candidate

answers, each corresponding to a CQ category in our taxonomy. For CQs in C3, CQs in C3(i) were
generated for experimental tasks in the faceted category, whereas CQs in C3(ii) were generated
for experimental tasks in the ambiguous category. Following the Bing setting [75], each CQ had at
most five answers, with each answer corresponding to a reformulated query for the next turn. A
user can answer multiple CQs in one search session. However, given that the CQs are constructed
before the search, the choice of CQs shown to the user does not depend on the current user query.
This is why certain interactive and feedback effects may be missing in this step. We leave the
investigation of user behavior and engagement in a multi-turn setting for future research. In this
work, we generate a single CQ for each category in each experimental task, to ensure different
users meet the same CQ under the same condition. However, it might be beneficial to extend the
analysis by composing multiple CQs for each category for a given experimental task in the future.

3.2.5 Interactive Search Flow. Once a user agreed to participate in the study she was assigned
to one of two groups: (a) the control group which completes the experimental task with a plain
interface, or (b) the treatment group which is exposed to an interface with CQ panes, similar to
the one in Figure 1. Once the user selected a task to complete, she was able to submit their query
to our search engine. If the user was assigned to the treatment group, a CQ pane was shown along
with the results. The CQs and corresponding answers for each experimental task were selected
from a manually constructed CQ pool (Section 3.2.4). The CQ to be shown to a user was randomly
selected from three CQs manually developed for each experimental task, following the related
literature [21, 30, 36, 38] assigning conditions or subjects randomly. Each time a user chose to click
on a CQ answer, the answer was concatenated to the user’s query and resubmitted to the search
engine, following the Bing setting [75]. Once a new query was issued, or a CQ was answered,
a new CQ was selected to be displayed to the user. To mimic a real-world scenario in which a
system would not ask the same question if it has already been answered by the user, the CQs
clicked by a user were not shown again to the user in the same search session. Therefore a CQ
from the other two CQ quality categories would be chosen. To avoid position bias, the answers
to a CQ also appeared in random order on the CQ pane each time. To summarize, the presence
or absence of CQs is a between-subjects variable, whereas the CQ category is a within-subjects
variable. Specifically, approximately 25% of search sessions did not show CQs, and 25% * three
(categories) of search sessions showed CQs.

3.2.6 Questionnaires. We provided participants with a set of questionnaires to obtain explicit
feedback. We first presented participants with demographic questions eliciting information pertain-
ing to their gender, age, career field, English language proficiency, and educational background.
The purpose of these questions was to better understand users and determine whether their back-
ground would influence their interaction with CQs. Moreover, before and after completing each
experimental task, we asked the participants to fill out short questionnaires. From the pre-task

questionnaire, we collected the perception and opinions of the participants regarding the selected
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experimental task, including their prior knowledge, expected task difficulty, perceived task clarity,
task interest, distraction level, and search expertise. The options for search expertise were “search
daily,” “search weekly,” “search monthly,” and “never search.” For the remaining inquiries, users se-
lected their answers on a scale of 1–5 . From the post-task questionnaire, we gathered information
related to the experience of the participants with the system, including perceived helpfulness, atti-
tudes toward future use of CQ-based systems, overall satisfaction rating, perceived task relevance,
perceived task difficulty, and domain knowledge regarding the completed experimental task. The
options for perceived helpfulness and attitudes toward future use of CQ-based systems were “pos-
itive,” “negative,” and “neutral.” The overall satisfaction rating, perceived task relevance, perceived
task difficulty, and domain knowledge were scored on a scale from 1 to 5. From responses to the
aforementioned questionnaires, we collected user opinions about the experimental tasks and the
system, allowing the investigation of the relationship between user interactions with CQs and user
background, task perception, and user experience.

3.3 Participants

The participants in the user study were 106 volunteers recruited through email invitations (stu-
dents and staff of two universities, one in Europe and one in the U.S.). Some of their personal data
varied are as follows:

— Gender: 39 females, 65 males, two non-binary.
— Age: 69 participants were 18–24 years old, 26 were 25–34, seven were 35–44, and four were
older than 44.

— Career field: 86 in science, computers and technology, three in education and social services,
three in health care, three in law and law enforcement, two in management, business and
finance, and one in architecture and civil engineering; eight did not specify.

— English language proficiency: 22 native and 51 proficient; the remaining were beginners.
— Highest education level completed: 58 high schools, 21 bachelor’s, 11 master’s, and four
doctorate; 12 did not specify.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we present an analysis of the data collected through the user study. The data sta-
tistics are presented in Table 3. Note that the number of CQ showing times in C1, C2, or C3 in
Table 3 are not balanced because of the CQ clicks. Given that each CQ category was randomly
selected to be shown to users, initially, every category had an equal chance of being selected, and
thus the number of CQ showing times in C1, C2, or C3 is similar. As we stopped showing the CQs
already clicked by the user in a search session to avoid disturbing the user, more clicks resulted in
relatively lower showing times. Unless otherwise reported, we performed t-tests [42] and one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for statistical analysis in this study, assuming the independence
of different groups [58, 71]. In particular, for comparisons between two groups only, we used t-
tests; for comparisons between more than two groups, we performed one-way ANOVA and least
significant difference (LSD) post-hoc tests [69], thus controlling for Type I errors, as in [10].

To ensure the data quality, we performed two quality checks and filtered out low-quality par-
ticipants: (a) we asked questions about the study instructions to ensure that participants had read
it carefully and understood it, and (b) we measured the time participants spent reading the ex-
perimental task descriptions and filtered out participants who spent less than 10 seconds (a min-
imum expected threshold for a trustworthy worker [28]). We did not filter users based on their
interactions with CQs.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 41, No. 1, Article 16. Publication date: January 2023.
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Table 3. Statistics of Collected Data

# users 106
# experimental tasks 5
# search requests 1,334
# search sessions 330
# CQs 15
# CQ showing/hiding times 1,016/318
# CQ clicks 249
# user bookmarks 1,942
# user clicked results 705
# user cursor hovering records 17,780
# user page scrolling records 15,747
# CQ showing times in C1/C2/C3 417/368/231
# CQ clicks in C1/C2/C3 44/62/143
# CQs shown but ignored in C1/C2/C3 373/306/88
avg. # experimental tasks per user 3.11
avg. # search requests per user 12.58
avg. # search requests per experimental task 266.8
avg. # bookmarks per user 18.32
avg. # bookmarks per experimental task 388.4

4.1 RQ1: Effect of CQs on Search Behavior and Satisfaction

InRQ1, we investigate the effect of CQ quality categories on user search behaviors and satisfaction.
Regarding search behavior, we consider three types of measures [38]:

— Interaction: number of queries issued, number of query terms, number of SERP scrolls, num-
ber of SERP hovers, number of SERP clicks, number of CQ clicks, and user engagement.

— Performance: number of results marked relevant (# bookmarks), number of correct book-
marks (# hit), and SERP quality measured by nDCG@10 (normalized discounted cumulative
gain from rank 1 to 10).

— Time spent: dwell time on SERPs per query and the overall task time for an experimental
task.

Regarding satisfaction, we use explicit feedback collected through the post-task questionnaires:

— Overall satisfaction rating.
— User-perceived helpfulness.
— User attitude toward future use of CQ-based search systems.

4.1.1 Query-level Behaviors by CQQuality Category. We begin the analysis of search behavior
at the query-level. Table 4 presents behavioral measures under different conditions, that is, when
a user clicked on a CQ pane of a certain quality (C1, C2, and C3), and when no CQs were shown to
the user (“No CQs”). Throughout Table 4 we observe similar behavior for all the metrics reported.
When users engage with low-quality CQs (i.e., C1), all metrics are low, typically, considerably
lower than the metrics for a search interface that does not offer CQ panes. The metrics increase
when users engage with mid-quality CQs (i.e., C2); in this case, all metrics are on par with those
in the case of searching without CQs. All metrics significantly increase when users engage with
high-quality CQs (i.e., C3).
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Table 4. Objective Behavior Measures by Condition, i.e., Clicking on an Answer
Related to Each CQQuality Category

No CQs C1 C2 C3

# bookmarks/page 1.56(2.14)†† 0.41(0.86)***† † † 1.06(1.54)† † † 2.22(2.30)**
# hits/page 0.73(1.21)† † † 0.07(0.25)***† † † 0.79(1.12)† 1.17(1.39)***
nDCG@10 0.27(0.30)† † † 0.12(0.19)**† † † 0.25(0.27)† † † 0.42(0.39)***
SERP scrolls 12.73(14.70)† † † 3.64(5.99)***† † † 7.63(9.85)*† † † 19.20(17.63)***
SERP hovers 12.93(13.39)† † † 6.55(6.78)*† † † 9.85(10.79)† † † 19.55(21.25)***
SERP clicks 0.55(1.15)† 0.09(0.47)*† † † 0.27(0.65)†† 0.83(1.43)*
dwell time(s) 56.32(68.83)† 36.61(83.18)† † † 34.38(33.82)*† † † 73.87(65.41)*

* and † denote significant difference with No CQs and C3, respectively (*/† p-value < 0.05; **/†† p-value < 0.01; ***/† † †
p-value < 0.001).

Bookmark quality. Table 4 indicates that compared with searching without CQs (“No CQs”), en-
gaging with high-quality CQs (i.e., C3) leads to a significant increase in the number of (correct)
bookmarks, that is, “# bookmarks/page” and “# hits/page”; the opposite occurs when the user en-
gages with CQs that belong to C1. The number of (correct) bookmarks also significantly increases
from either C1 or C2 to C3. Accordingly, high-quality CQs aid users in finding relevant information,
whereas mid- and low-quality CQs negatively affect the finding of relevant information.

SERP quality. SERP quality, measured by nDCG@10, significantly increases after users click on
high-quality CQs (i.e., C3), but it significantly decreases after low-quality CQs (i.e., C1) are clicked
on, compared with the SERP quality corresponding to “No CQs.” Compared with engaging with
C3, engaging with C1 or C2 CQs significantly lowers SERP quality.

SERP scrolls and hovers.Cursor movements, such as scrolling and hovering, are valuable signals
for inferring user behavior and preferences [34]. Thus, we investigate the effect of different quality
categories of CQs on SERP scrolls and hovers. We observe that the number of scrolls significantly
increases after users engage with C3 compared with the number corresponding to C1/C2/“No
CQs”; it significantly decreases after C2 or C1 CQs are clicked on, compared with the correspond-
ing number for “No CQs.” Furthermore, we note that the number of hovers also significantly in-
creases after C3 CQs are clicked on compared with the number corresponding to C1/C2/“No CQs”;
it significantly decreases after C1 CQs are clicked on compared with the corresponding number
for “No CQs.” These observations for scrolls and hovers indicate that users scan a SERP more ex-
tensively when they engage with a high-quality CQ and less in the case of mid- and low-quality
CQ.

SERP clicks. The number of clicks on SERP results in significantly increases after users engage
with high-quality CQs compared with the corresponding number for mid- and low-quality CQs
or “No CQs”; it significantly decreases after engagement with low-quality CQs compared with the
corresponding number for “NoCQs.”We attribute these outcomes to improved SERP quality, which
can cause users to see more interesting results on the SERP after they engage with high-quality
CQs, but less interesting results after they click on C1/C2 CQs.

Dwell time. Users spend significantly more time on SERPs after engaging with high-quality CQs
than with C1/C2 CQs. This may be because users realize the absence of useful information and
quickly move on after clicking on C1/C2 CQs. By contrast, they pay more attention and attempt to
find more relevant results (# bookmarks) after clicking on C3 CQs. Compared with the dwell time
corresponding to “No CQs,” the dwell time after C3 CQs are clicked on increases significantly, but
it decreases after users click on C1 CQs (not significantly) or C2 CQs (significantly, p < 0.05). This
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Fig. 3. Dwell time vs. # correct bookmarks (# hits).

again suggests that users scan a SERP more extensively when they engage with a high-quality CQ
and less in the case of mid- and low-quality CQs.

Evolutionary trend of # hits with dwell time. To better understand the effect of different CQ
quality categories, we explore the evolutionary trend of the average number of hits with dwell
time on the secondary search result page (landing page) after users engage with a CQ pane (and
hence a new query is submitted to the system), to consider the tradeoff between CQ engagement
and dwell time. From Figure 3, it is seen that the average number of hits increases for C1, C2, C3,
and “No CQs,” that is, spending more time leads to finding more relevant information. However,
the growth rate greatly declines at later stages, indicating the diminishing return of gain [2, 8, 9].
Furthermore, clicking on high-quality CQs (i.e., C3) always leads to more relevant information
found and is beneficial with respect to the dwell time cost, whereas clicking on low-quality CQs
(i.e., C1) is less beneficial than “No CQs.”

In summary, findings emerging from our query-level exploration demonstrate that user behavior
is greatly affected by CQ quality. The analysis indicated that interactions and user performance
(relevant information found) are significantly improved when the user is offered and clicks on a
high-quality CQ, whereas if the CQs are of low- ormid-quality, it is better for the user not to engage
with them. This echoes the claims that users are willing to answer CQs if these are relevant and
well-selected [82], suggesting that posing CQs to users causes higher interaction costs (in terms
of time spent), yet, it does not always ensure better returns. Therefore, CQs introduce a high risk
of user dissatisfaction and frustration [23]. Accordingly, future search systems should model the
risk of asking CQs and optimize their performance based on that [66].

4.1.2 Session-level Behaviors by CQ Quality Category. In addition to examining the immediate
effect of interacting with CQs on user behavior, we explore the effect of CQs across the entire
session. The sum values for the selected measures in the entire session are presented in Table 5.
After each user query, the CQs were randomly selected (for the group of participants that viewed
CQs). Therefore, sessions with a single CQ category are rare. Hence, we split sessions into four
categories, along two axes: (a) sessions without any C3 CQs (w/o C3) vs. sessions with C3 CQs
(w C3), and (b) sessions in which users engaged (i.e., clicked on an answer) with a CQ vs. sessions
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Table 5. Objective Behavior Measures by Condition, i.e., Viewing
and Clicking/Not Clicking on CQs in a Session

Click on Answer No Click on Answer

No CQs w/o C3 w/ C3 w/o C3− w/ C3−

# bookmarks/session 5.36(2.47) 5.64(3.52) 6.05(3.18) 6.08( 3.39) 6.10(2.93)
# hits/session 2.40(1.86)† 2.53(1.99) 3.17(2.45)* 2.66(2.21) 2.57(2.20)
nDCG@10 0.87(1.23)† † † 1.11(1.00) 1.42(1.29)***§§§ 0.70(0.74)† † † 0.90(1.05)†
SERP scrolls 46.03(32.48) 38.03(29.69)† 55.67(43.13)§§ 36.34(34.04)†† 37.3(31.63)†
SERP hovers 42.90(30.36)† † † 43.14(29.20)†† 65.15(48.80)*** §§§ 41.06(32.70)† † † 39.37(23.48)† † †
SERP clicks 2.22(3.02) 0.96(1.74)† 2.34(3.19) 1.76(3.91) 2.7(3.41)
# queries/session 3.18(2.30)† † † § 4.50(2.13)*§§§ 5.02(2.88)***§§§ 2.28(1.28)*† † † 3.57(2.17)†† §
# query terms 11.43(12.19)† † † § 17.96(10.01)**§§§ 19.24(12.70)***§§§ 7.18(5.74)*† † † 11.3(7.77)† † †
task time(s) 204.75(173.20)§ 188.32(187.84) 244.70(192.72)§§§ 136.22(129.34)*† † † 170.85(128.32)†

*, † and § denote significant difference with No CQs, w/ C3 and w/o C3−, respectively. (*/†/§ p-value < 0.05; **/††/§§
p-value < 0.01; ***/† † †/§§§ p-value < 0.001).

in which users did not engage with (i.e., skipped) the CQ panes. In principle, the results in Table 5
when the users click on high-quality CQ panes exhibit similar trends to those in Table 4. When
users do not click on CQ panes (the last two columns), we still observe an interesting gap between
high-quality CQ panes and lower-quality CQ panes, indicating that the quality of CQ panes has
indirect effects on user behavior in this case.

Bookmark quality. As is the case with query-level trends, clicking on an answer from a C3
CQ pane (w/ C3) significantly increases the number of correct bookmarks in the entire session
compared with the corresponding number for “No CQs.” Sessions without CQs (“No CQs”) or
sessions in which users click on an answer to C1 or C2 CQs (w/o C3) result in a comparable
number of correct bookmarks. Furthermore, viewing C1 or C2 CQs with no clicks (i.e., w/o C3−)
results in a slightly higher number of correct bookmarks than clicking on C1/C2 CQs (w/o C3),
indicating that clicking on a low-quality or mid-quality CQ is harmful.

SERP quality. Clicking on C3 CQs in a session (w/ C3) significantly increases the SERP quality
measured by nDCG@10 compared with the values corresponding to “No CQs” and to skipping C3
(w/ C3−).

SERP scrolls and hovers. Engaging with C3 CQs in a session (w/ C3) significantly increases the
SERP scrolls and hovers compared with the numbers corresponding to w/o C3 and w/ C3− sessions
(skip C3).

SERP clicks. The number of clicks for SERP results significantly increases when users click on
C3 CQs compared with the number corresponding to C1 or C2 CQs (w/ C3 vs. w/o C3).

User queries. Clicking on CQs of either w/o C3 or w/ C3 sessions significantly increases the
number of query terms and session length. This indicates that users tend to formulate significantly
shorter queries by themselves (“No CQs”) than automated reformulated queries by clicking CQs,
demonstrating an advantage of CQs when long queries are required.

Overall task time. Clicking CQs of w/ C3 sessions slightly increases the mean dwell time per
experimental task, whereas clicking CQs of w/o C3 sessions slightly decreases it (not significantly
different). This may be because users pay more attention and can locate more relevant results
to bookmarks (average number of bookmarks per search session: 6.05 vs. 5.36). Skipping C3 (w/
C3−) significantly decreases dwells time compared with clicking on C3 (w/ C3). In addition, we
also find that the mean dwell time per experimental task corresponding to clicking on C3 CQs for
information gathering tasks is higher than for fact-finding tasks (260.95 s vs. 223.47 s). This may
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Table 6. User Satisfaction Measures by Condition, i.e., Viewing
and Clicking/Not Clicking CQs in a Session

Click on Answer No Click on Answer

No CQs w/o C3 w/ C3 w/o C3− w/ C3−

satisfaction 2.88(0.99)† 3.14(1.06) 3.26(1.14)*§§ 2.72(0.98)†† 2.70(1.00)†
future use(%) 48.61/16.67 53.57/32.14 70.63/8.39 44.00/22.00 50.00/23.33
helpfulness(%) 57.14/28.57 34.62/53.85 59.86/29.58 16.67/77.78 13.33/73.33

Satisfaction shows means followed by standard deviations in parenthesis. *, † and § denote significant
difference with No CQs, w/ C3 and w/o C3−, respectively (*/†/§ p-value < 0.05; **/††/§§ p-value < 0.01;

***/† † †/§§§ p-value < 0.001). Future use and helpfulness are represented by ratio of positive/negative ratings.

be because information-gathering tasks are more complex than fact-finding tasks, and thus more
time is needed to locate the relevant information.
Overall, from session-level analysis, we observed that interacting with CQs influences user be-

havior and satisfaction in the entire session. Sessions with high-quality CQs lead to higher session-
based search performance than sessions without CQs. This is true even when users do not actively
engagewith high-quality CQs by clicking on their answers. Moreover, we noticed that while engag-
ing with low- or mid-quality CQs decreases performance measures at the query-level, it improves
them at the session-level. This suggests that even though these CQs lead to worse immediate per-
formance, they may improve the search performance for the session. A plausible explanation is
that low- ormid-quality CQs implicitly aid users by providing hints about the domain and the topic,
so that users may effectively reformulate their queries. In fact, one of our participants mentioned
that “I forgot the name of a state, so the question helped me clarify my search.”

4.1.3 Satisfaction by CQ Quality Category. Regarding satisfaction, we collected explicit feed-
back from users through post-task questionnaires. From Table 6, it is seen that user satisfaction
significantly improves when users interact with C3 compared with that corresponding to “No CQs”
(w/ C3 vs. “No CQs”); when they skip C3, user satisfaction decreases significantly compared with
that corresponding to clicking C3 CQs (w/ C3− vs. w/ C3).

To gauge user attitudes toward future usage of CQs-based systems and perceived helpfulness,
we inquired about users’ positive, neutral, or negative attitudes in the post-task questionnaires.
Based on the percentage of positive and negative ratings across groups, we note that adding C3
CQs in the session improves user attitude toward future use of CQ-based systems (w/ C3 vs. w/o
C3: more positive ratio and less negative ratio for w/ C3). Users who engage with high-quality
CQs are more positive than those who do not (w/ C3 vs. w/ C3−). Regarding user-perceived help-
fulness, most users in w/ C3 (59.86%) are positive, whereas users in w/o C3 are in principle negative
(53.85% negative). Adding C3 CQs in the session also improves user-perceived helpfulness (w/ C3
vs. w/o C3). Viewing CQs but not clicking them yields a considerably lower percentage of positive
users and a considerably higher percentage of negative users (w/o C3− and w/ C3− vs. “No CQs”),
indicating that showing improper CQs can lead to user dissatisfaction.
Previous studies [35, 46] suggest that the last impression (query) in a sessionmay have a stronger

correlation with user search satisfaction. Accordingly, we study whether there is an effect depend-
ing on when the interaction with CQs took place. By dividing each session into three segments
(first query, in-between queries, and last query) [35], we indeed note the last impression effect:
users are significantly more satisfied when user interaction with CQs occurs in the last query than
in the first query (p < 0.05) or in-between query (p < 0.01) (average satisfaction score: 3.27, 3.04,
and 3.62 for first, in-between, and last query, respectively). This indicates that the last impression
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contributes more to user satisfaction, suggesting that user satisfaction in a session may be better
measured by individually modeling user interaction in each query for future studies.
In summary, clicking on high-quality CQs improves user satisfaction, whereas users feel less

satisfied when they skip CQs. This suggests that user interactions with CQs have a positive effect
on user-perceived satisfaction and overall attitude [61]; however, CQs may also introduce a risk of
user dissatisfaction and frustration [23].

4.2 RQ2: Effect of User Background on CQ Interactions

InRQ2, we explore the effect of user background, as indicated by demographics, in addition to user
perception of the extent of interactions with CQs, as measured by the CQ answer click-through
rate (answer CTR, that is, total clicks divided by total showing times).

4.2.1 User Demographics. As stated by Weber and Jaimes [67], user demographics, such as age,
education, and gender, are among the most important predictors of online information search
behavior. This motivates our study of intrinsic characteristics that may induce users to interact
with CQs in their quest for information, so that we may gain valuable insights regarding whether
and when CQs should be shown to different users.

Gender. Our analysis indicates a significantly higher answer CTR for female users than for male
users (25.2% vs. 23.6%, p < 0.05), as well as a lower correct answer CTR, i.e., the number of correct
answers clicked compared with the total answer clicks (51.4% vs. 55.6%), pointing to information
processing differences between females and males [40].

Language. Language proficiency affects interactions, as a decrease in the proficiency level (native
speaker→ proficient→ beginner), leads to a decrease in answer CTR for C3 CQs (67.5%→ 63.6%
→ 56.1%). Beginners engage significantly less with C3 CQs than native speakers (p < 0.05) and
proficient speakers (p < 0.01). In addition, the overall answer CTR and correct answer CTR drop
(26.3%→ 25.7%→ 21.8%, and 56.8%→ 55.6%→ 50.6%, respectively) with a decrease in the profi-
ciency level. These observations on language proficiency are in agreement with those by Kiesel
et al. [39] regarding voice query clarification.

Education. Answer CTR for C3 CQs grows among users with a higher education background
(57.1%, 65.6%, 78.3%, and 100% for high school, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees, respec-
tively). Users with bachelor’s degrees or above engage significantly more with C3 CQs than users
without bachelor’s degrees (p < 0.05); this is also the case for users with doctorate degrees (p <
0.001).

Career field.As anticipated, computer science students, likely more well-versed in search literacy
instruction, exhibited higher overall answer CTR with CQs than participants of other occupations
(25.2% vs. 22.7%). While the difference is not significant in the overall answer CRT, we notice a
higher answer CTR in C3 (64.1% vs. 56.3%) and a higher correct rate for correct answer clicks
(55.7% vs. 48.4%).

Age. Age did not emerge as a factor influencing CTR, that is, there were no obvious trends or
significant differences across age groups.
The outcomes of the demographic analysis demonstrated that user demographic traits impact

the way in which users interact with CQs. In general, user interactions with CQs are affected by
gender, language proficiency, and educational background, but they are not affected by age.

4.2.2 User Perception. In addition to user demographics, we examine the effect of various per-
ceived factors based on explicit feedback collected from pre- and post-task questionnaires.
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Fig. 4. Expected task difficulty level on answer CTR.

User expected difficulty. As shown in Figure 4, users engage more with CQs when completing
an experimental task that is expected to be more difficult. The one-way ANOVA test shows sig-
nificant differences among different groups (p < 0.05), and the post-hoc LSD test indicates that
users completing experimental tasks of high difficulty level “4” are significantly more engaged
with CQs than those engaging with experimental tasks of lower levels of difficulty, that is, “1”,
“2”, and “3” (p < 0.05). Moreover, when users expect an experimental task to be more difficult, the
answer CTR on C3 panes increases (46.3%, 64.2%, 67.2%, and 78.6% for difficulty level “1”, “2”, “3”,
and “4”, respectively).

User-perceived difficulty. Users engage more with C3 as the user-perceived difficulty level in-
creases after task completion (50.9%, 64.3%, 64.7%, 65.6% for difficulty level “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4”,
respectively), as is the case with user expected difficulty.

User distraction.We expect users to be more eager to interact with CQs when they are distracted,
as we assume that CQs could provide some assistance to ease the process; indeed, the overall
answer CTR increases (not significantly) with the distraction level: 22.9%, 24.7%, and 30.6% for “not
distracted” (distraction level “1”), “moderately distracted” (distraction level “2”–“4”), and “highly
distracted” (distraction level “5”), respectively.

Search expertise. We posit that less-experienced users would be more willing to interact with
CQs to successfully complete experimental web search tasks. Less experienced users (those using
search engines weekly) indeed achieve higher mean and median values of the overall answer CTR
(24.2% vs. 31.3%) and answer CTR in C3 (61.7% vs. 66.7% ) than those using search engines daily
(not significantly). However, they also obtain a lower correct answer rate (55.1% vs. 33.3%). This
indicates that adding a new feature to the search can be confusing to less experienced users.

Other traits.We also considered users’ prior knowledge of the task, users’ task interest, perceived
task clarity, perceived task relevance, and domain knowledge. No obvious trends or significant
differences were observed.
Overall, the analysis of user perceptions indicate that user interactions with CQs are severely

affected by user expected difficulty for the experimental web search task. Users engage signif-
icantly more with CQs when completing an experimental task with higher expected difficulty.
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Fig. 5. User engagement on C3 questions, for different preceding CQ categories. For example, “C1 before
C3” reports user engagement for cases when users saw C1 first and then C3.

User-perceived difficulty, distraction level, and search expertise also impact user interactions with
CQs, but not as much as the user expected difficulty. Users’ prior knowledge of the task, users’ task
interest, perceived task clarity, perceived task relevance, and domain knowledge seldom influence
user interactions with CQs.
As indicated by Kim [41], there is a positive relationship between pre-task difficulty and web

search interactions such as page viewing. Similarly, findings from our study suggest that user-
expected difficulty is an effective indicator of CQ interactions. Our observation for search expertise
is in line with that by Kiesel et al. [39] observed when studying voice assistants: expertise has a
weak effect. Recent studies [3, 30] have shown that the current user context can lead to different
levels of distraction, thus affecting user performance and behavior. Our findings suggest a similar
effect concerning CQs. Moreover, we observed that users do not always click the correct answers.
They also click wrong answers irrespective of quality categories, which is in line with the findings
of Zou et al. [82], who report that users provide noisy answers to CQs, and future research should
drop the assumption that all questions are answered correctly.

4.3 RQ3: User Engagement with CQs under Various Circumstances

Given the absence of explicit feedback in a real-world setting, it is important to understand the
dynamics of user engagementwith CQs. For instance, howmuch do users engagewith high-quality
CQs as opposed to low-quality ones? How much does the quality of the search results affect users’
tendency toward engaging with CQs? Even though Zamani et al. [75] conducted a large-scale
industrial study to examine various queries, CQ templates, and answer attributes on engagement,
they could not control variables, such as task type, CQ quality, and SERP quality. Our study setup
enables us to provide considerably deeper insights intowhy and how users engage with CQs under
various circumstances. Similar to Piccardi et al. [47] and Baird et al. [11], we use two engagement
metrics to measure user interest in CQs: (a) CQ answer CTR and (b) cursor hovering over the CQ
pane.

CQ quality categories. First, we examine how different CQ quality categories affect the answer
CTR. As expected, the CTR increases as C1 → C2 → C3. C3 achieves the highest CTR (61.9%)
compared with C1 (10.6%), C2 (16.8%), and overall CTR (24.5%). Significant differences are observed
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Fig. 6. Cursor hovering on CQ quality categories.

between C1 and C2 (p < 0.05), C1 and C3 (p < 0.001), and C2 and C3 (p < 0.001). We attribute this
to C3 consisting of related and useful CQs, that is, it is the highest-quality category.
We also consider the effect of showing a low-quality CQ before a high-quality CQ, as shown

in Figure 5. Showing C1 or C2 CQs before C3 CQs results in lower CTR in C3 (50% and 46.9%, re-
spectively) than only showing C3 CQs (74.4%). This suggests that showing low-quality CQs before
high-quality CQs reduces the level of user engagement with CQs. We also observe that users may
click on C3 CQs even though they encountered the same CQs but did not click on them, however
with a relatively low CTR (41.0%).

We investigate variations, if any, on cursor hover time and the number of hovers across the
different qualities of CQs. As shown in Figure 6(a), cursor hover time on answers to CQs per search
request significantly increases from C1 to C2 (p < 0.001) to C3 (p < 0.001). In Figure 6(b), it is seen
that C2 obtains a significantly higher number of hovers on the CQ pane (including questions and
answers) than C3 (p < 0.01) and C1 (p < 0.05). This may be due to the confusion that C2 can cause
users, as this category offers useful questions but useless answers.

Task types.As in previous studies indicating that search tasks may influence information-seeking
behavior [25, 68], we also observe that the overall answer CTR varies among experimental web
search tasks (Figure 7). The fact-finding tasks T1 and T2 have a higher overall CTR than the in-
formation gathering tasks T3, T4, and T5. This may be because fact-finding tasks are simpler than
information-gathering tasks [25], and users can foresee the benefit of answering the CQs. More-
over, ambiguous tasks (T3 and T4) received a lower overall CTR than faceted tasks (T1, T2, and T5),
but with a higher correct answer click rate (0.66, 0.63, 0.45, 0.55, and 0.51 for T3, T4, T1, T2, and
T5, respectively). The ANOVA test indicates significant differences in the overall CTR among the
experimental tasks (p < 0.01). The post-hoc pairwise comparison indicates significant differences
between T1 and T3 (p < 0.01), and T1 and T4 (p < 0.01), which are category-orthogonal tasks, that
is, they have no category overlap.

Query index. Zamani et al. [75] demonstrated that the CTR increases for longer queries. Instead,
we explore whether the CTR increases with the query index (i.e., ith query). We first compare user
engagement between the first CQ pane shown to the user and the subsequent panes, with the CTR
being 39.9% and 19.3%, respectively. A similar observation can be made regarding the number of
cursor hovers (mean: 3.57 vs. 2.73, p < 0.01) and cursor hover time (mean: 1,885 ms vs. 958 ms, p <
0.001). Moreover, among all CQ clicks, 41.4% occur the first time a CQ is shown to the user. This
suggests that, for each search session, the first instance of showing a CQ is highly important, and
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Fig. 7. CTR by experimental tasks. Fig. 8. CTR by screen sizes.

users pay particular attention to it. We also consider whether the overall CTR increases with the
query index. We observe that users gradually lose their enthusiasm for CQs as the query index
increases (39.9%, 32.6%, 21.1%, 11.4%, 18.0%, 4.1%, 6.5%, 0%, and 0% for CTR from the 1st query to
the 9th query, respectively).

SERP diversity and quality. To increase user satisfaction, search engines often show diverse
results [70]. We explore whether more diverse SERPs prompt more CQ interactions. As in Web
TREC, we use nERR-IA@10 as a diversity metric. We divided the nERR-IA@10 values into four
equal bins: [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6), and [0.6, 0.8). We observe that users engage more with CQs
as SERP diversity increases (overall CTR: 22%, 22%, 29%, and 36% for [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6),
and [0.6, 0.8), respectively).
As determined in the study of the effect of SERP quality using NDCG@10 on CTR, we also

observe that users engage more with CQs as SERP quality increases (overall CTR: 22%, 22%, 24%,
and 36% for [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6), and [0.6, 0.8), respectively).

Screen size. According to the layout change of the CQ pane, we divided screen size into five
categories based on screen width: S0 (width 0–690 px), S1(691–1,063 px), S2 (1,064–1,437 px), S3
(1,438–1,811 px), S4 (1,812 px–∼). From Figure 8, we see that a larger screen obtains a relatively
lower overall CTR (28.0%, 24.1%, and 23.0% for S2, S3, and S4, respectively), but with a higher cor-
rect answer click rate (47.6%, 57.3%, and 57.4% for S2, S3, and S4, respectively). Users with a smaller
screen size of S2 engage significantly more with CQs than those with a larger screen size of S4 (p <
0.05). This indicates that, for users, there is a greater need for CQs on smaller screens (e.g., smart-
phones). This may be because it is less practical to scan SERPs on small screens [73]. Our finding
provides a better understanding of how users interact with CQs under different screen sizes. In
turn, it can help researchers and system designers improve search clarification systems by realiz-
ing when to expose users to more CQs depending upon users’ screen sizes, since always showing
CQs to the users may introduce a risk of user dissatisfaction and frustration [23]. Moreover, pre-
vious studies have demonstrated that small-screen devices, such as smartphones, are usually used
on the go leading to fragmented user attention [3, 30]. Therefore, our findings motivate further
investigation of the effect of CQs under various interaction modalities (e.g., smartphone screen
vs. voice [39]) and contexts (e.g., walking vs. driving [62]).

In summary, as a result of exploring various circumstances, we note that user engagement with
CQs varies with the CQ quality category, task type, query index, degree of SERP diversity and
quality, as well as screen size. Specifically, we observed a significantly higher CTR for high-quality
CQs. More importantly, we observed that engagement decreases toward the end of a session. We
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found that users pay more attention to the first CQ shown to them in a session, whereas showing
low- andmid-quality CQs before high-quality CQs reduces user engagement in terms of the answer
CTR. In addition, we observed users need more support from CQs on smaller screens.
We also demonstrated that there are significant differences in cursor hovering signals among

the CQ quality categories. This suggests that implicit user feedback, such as cursor hover time on
answers to CQs, and the number of cursor hovers on the CQ pane, could be effective indicators of
CQ quality. As we observed significant differences in the manner that users interact with CQs of
different quality (e.g., different cursor hover behavior), a combination of such signals can poten-
tially be used to predict the quality of a CQ [54, 56]. These findings related to inferring CQ quality
have practical applications. Predicted CQ quality can be leveraged for the design of methods that
learn from user interactions [1, 14] and online evaluation methods [32, 43]. Moreover, they can be
used as weak labels to train models to generate high-quality CQ panes, especially in commercial
systems with a large number of interactions between multiple users and CQ panes.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this article, we presented the results of a user studywe conducted to investigate user interactions
with search clarification panes. Our goal was to understand the effect of adding such an element to
user behavior and experience. We first explored the effect of asking different quality categories of
CQs on user behavior and satisfaction at the query- and session-level. We then investigated types
of user background and perception that could lead to high engagement with CQs, and how users
interact with CQs in various circumstances. From our analysis, we learned that systems should
ask CQs only when it is certain that the questions are of high quality and the answers provided
are appropriate, as asking useful CQs improves user performance and satisfaction, whereas asking
unrelated or useless CQs can be harmful. We also identified features that affect user engagement
with CQs. This can be used to predict user engagement and provide more personalized services
for CQ-based systems.
Our results can facilitate the design of effective search clarification systems based on the query-

level and session-level user interactions with different types of web search tasks and CQs. Even
though this study focused on search systems, some of the findings can also be extended to con-
versational systems. For instance, in a conversational search setup, query difficulty prediction [7]
could inform whether the system asks a CQ or shows the answer to the user. However, the results
also demonstrated the complexity of user interaction with CQs at the session-level, which requires
further investigation using other forms of user studies, such as eye-tracking or thinking aloud.
This study depends on an online CQ-based system developed on the ClueWeb09 corpus on the

basis of ChatNoir. Even though ChatNoir is a proven and widely used web search engine [26, 27,
48, 59, 64] and the user interface mimics that of Bing, its retrieval effectiveness may not be on par
with that of commercial search engines like Bing. This constitutes a limitation of our study, given
that search quality affects user engagement with CQ panes. We leave the extended analysis based
on other commercial search engines as future work.
A second limitation is that the number of experimental web search tasks considered—only 5—is

limited. Many studies in our community (e.g., [20, 21, 23, 29, 30, 37, 38]) used a limited number of
experimental tasks to control multiple factors while maintaining the cost of the study at a reason-
able level. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial to extend the analysis to more experimental tasks
in the future.
As a laboratory user study, it is common in our community to use a limited number of par-

ticipants recruited from universities (e.g., [20, 21, 23, 29, 30, 38, 39, 65]). Despite the fact that we
follow previous laboratory user study setups, participants represent university students and may
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not generalize to all user groups. It is, therefore, worth extending the user study with more par-
ticipants from different user groups in the future. Also, as we involve participants with various
backgrounds to explore the effect of user background on the interactions with CQs, the distribu-
tion of users with different backgrounds may be unbalanced (e.g., age). Hence, the findings are
as good as our simulation of user cases, and it is worth studying the effect of user background
involving balanced and large-scale users in the future.
There are no appropriate models to automatically generate various qualities of CQs and candi-

date answers. Thus, we manually create CQs and candidate answers, same as many studies in our
community (e.g., [4, 6, 52]). Nevertheless, this may introduce some biases. We aimed at minimizing
these biases by ensuring the expert annotators understand the CQ taxonomy and CQ generation
pipeline, and then generate CQs and candidate answers following the CQ taxonomy and gener-
ation pipeline together with a review check. A possible future direction to mitigate this concern
would be to provide a limited number of pre-generated CQs (e.g., 10 human-generated CQs and
model-generated CQs [73]) to the experts to select from. One can also generate a pool of CQs ei-
ther relying on humans or an automatic CQ generation model [73] and then label the CQ quality.
As we found implicit user feedback, such as cursor hover time on answers to CQs, and the number
of cursor hovers on the CQ pane, could indicate CQ quality, a plausible fully automatic approach
could be employed, which is firstly using an automatic CQ generation model to generate CQ and
then using implicit user feedback to detect the CQ quality.
Another clear future direction to extend this study is to consider different search settings, includ-

ing different interfaces for interaction. For instance, it would be interesting to examine whether
similar conclusions hold for voice-only conversational systems [3, 30].
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